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Guide to Regulation 14. May 2019 604 on aviation with 

Helicopter-use of offshore helicopter deck (BSL D 5-1) 

 
 
To § 1 scope 
This Regulation applies to helicopter operators who are to fly to and from offshore helicopter deck, and 

between offshore helicopter deck. 
 
This Regulation applies to helicopter operators with Norwegian AOC who perform CAT operations and 
Helicopter operators who have delivered self-declaration for SPO or NCC to the Civil Aviation Authority. 

The regulation will apply to these Norwegian helicopter operators if they fly to an offshore Destination 

with helicopter deck, whether on the Norwegian continental shelf or outside the NCS. 
 
For helicopter operators who do not have Norwegian AOC, or helicopter operators who have supplied 
Self-declaration to the Civil Aviation Authority in another EU/EEA state, the regulation applies only if 

they fly to an offshore destination with helicopter deck on the Norwegian continental Shelf. Helicopter 

operators from OTHER EU/EEA countries can only FLY CAT, SPO OR NCC in English Continental Shelf If the 

operator has approval pursuant to Regulation 7. August 2013 956 on Aviation Operations § 4 A. 
 
An offshore destination is any device or ship regardless of the purpose Use. This could be, for example, 

petroleum activities, renewable energy operations, Passenger transport, research or landing on ships 

used for recreational use if the flight Happens NCC, SPO or CAT. Landing on ships used for recreational 

use where the flight takes place as NCO, falls outside.  
  
The regulation also does not apply to flights to and from the offshore destination without Helicopter 

deck, i.e. For example, where the landing area is designed to comply with guidelines such AS ICS Guide 

to Helicopter/Ship Operations. 

 
  
To § 2 first paragraph letter c 
The perimeter circle is the outer edge of the helicopter deck. Its size depends, of course, of Helicopter 

covered physical size, but the peripheral circle can not be drawn larger than that all requirements of the 

regulations are attended. It can often in particular be the requirements for obstacle restriction in 150 
degree sector that influences this and that means that the peripheral circle must be drawn less than the 

helicopter covered physical size. See § 28 with guidance.  
 
To § 2 second paragraph letter b 
DH as concept is introduced. The size of the helicopter deck (DH) is the diameter within Peripheral circle, 

and which are affected by the obstacle situation and other requirements of the regulations. Principle Is 

that a helicopter deck is designed for a helicopter type with a given D-value. Relationship Between D-

value and the DHvalue for a type of operation is determined by operational regulatory requirements 
and other than the requirements set by the helicopter operator.  

 

This operational regulation stipulates that Newer Norwegian helicopter deck shall be designed for 

helicopters that have a D-value 1.25 times the D-value of the helicopter to be used. For older deck It has 

not been to introduce this requirement retroactively, so that the helicopter deck designed for a 

Helicopter with at least the same D-value can be accepted for use. Time aspects are described in § 53. 
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To § 3 requirements for the use of helicopter deck 
The helicopter operator can only use helicopter deck that the operator finds suitable for use. The 

helicopter operator's obligation to make this assessment is stated in the SPA. HOFO. 115 (Regulation 7 

August 2013 No. 956 on aviation Operations, Regulation (EU) No. 965/2012). 
 
The regulation sets out requirements that in practice constitute the helicopter operator's criteria for 

assessing-irrespective of who has or has not approved the helicopter deck-if the helicopter deck is 

suitable for use. The criteria relate to the design, placement, design, strength calculation and 

construction etc. All these conditions are referred to in the regulation, but only superior. 
 
The helicopter operator must have completed an audit and a risk assessment and find the appropriate 

helicopter deck suitable for use. The Civil Aviation Authority oversees the helicopter operators have a 

system that ensures that they only use helicopter deck has found is suitable for use 
 
Helicopter deck that fully satisfy the requirements established by the Petroleum Safety Authority the 

Maritime Directorate in their regulations, basically has the basic characteristics that a suitable helicopter 

deck should have. 
 
For helicopter deck not covered by the petroleum Authority or the Maritime Directorate's Regulations, 

the approvals of the flag State must be applied, either directly or through Certificate from a class 

company. It is especially important that the conditions that are not verified by an audit, such as strength 

calculation, is satisfactorily documented. See Instructions for § 15. 
 
If there is any defect in the helicopter deck or surroundings, the helicopter operator Risk assessment 

and possibly set restrictions so that the level of risks is not negatively Affected by the defect. It should 

be as safe to operate on a helicopter deck with defects, as on a helicopter deck that satisfies all 

requirements. 
 
Helicopter deck and related services are considered a delivery to the helicopter operator and the 

requirements of ORO. GEN. 205 (Regulation 7 August 2013, 956 on aviation operations, Regulation (EU) 

No. 965/2012) is applied to the ground. This means, for example, that before Helicopter operator takes 

a helicopter deck in use, the helicopter operator should investigate whether the helicopter deck is 

suitable and document this through an audit report. It is the helicopter operators establish a formal 

audit cooperation for the helicopter deck or establishes an audit partnership with external independent 

actors. 

 
This compliance monitoring includes, but cannot replace, the helicopter deck operator has its own 

management system and internal audits. It is expected that all helicopter deck used are covered by the 

helicopter operator's revision plan Cycle that is based on the specific assessment of risk for each deck. 

Here, conditions like Age, changes, helicopter deck operator's internal audits, events and the result 
Of previous revisions is of significance. In making audit cooperation, the A written agreement which 

includes the necessary conditions, such as regulations, Submission of audit report and documentation 

on follow-up. Audit cooperation is considered and managed as a delivery. 
 
The helicopter operator can describe a procedure for a first landing on a helicopter deck, based on the 

information provided, where it is necessary to obtain a survey and a first revision. 
 
This regulation stipulates requirements in addition to the requirements and guidelines in Regulation 7. 

August 2013 956 on aviation Operations, Regulation (EU) No. 965/2012 SPA. HOFO. 115 
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and associated AMC and GM, as well as regulation 20. June 2018 923 about helicopter offshore 

operations. 
 
To § 5 management system 

 
The management system should include: 

 

• A system to identify, record, assess and manage hazards related to the Operations by helicopter to 

the helicopter deck. 

• The function Descriptions and procedures of the platform/vessel manager, HLO, Heli guards, 

Radio operator, weather Observer, fire guards, personnel checking in passengers/Baggage/cargo 

and other personnel involved in the operation of the helicopter deck and related services. 
 
The documentation should include procedures and checklists for operating the deck and to drawings 

and publications. Training and training should include all personnel who perform Service on or in 

connection with the helicopter deck during landing, deck top and start, or otherwise carries out service 

of helicopter calls. 
 
Training and training should include enough knowledge of the current procedures and requirements. 
Training, training and exercises should include activities to ensure and maintain Attention on the risk of 

all personnel involved in the management and operation of the helicopter deck.  

 
Maintaining competence means that it should be described how often routine refresher training should 

be performed. It should also be determined criteria for how often applicable Personnel shall perform 

normal activities before additional training on the activity must be set up to maintain and liven up the 

competence. An example of such an activity is refueling. 

 
Requirements and guidelines for training and training for different categories of personnel are set out in 

applicable regulations, NOROG guidelines and helicopter companies ' manuals. See also instructions for 

§s 11 and 38. 
 
The second paragraph letter F stipulates that the management system must include procedures to 

ensure which are temporarily or permanently not intended to be used for normal traffic, are marked as 
Closed. The marking must not occur in such a way as to pose a hazard if a Ditching. This in line with the 

recommendation of the State Casualty Commission for Transport. This means that the helicopter deck 

cannot be physically locked unless the structure is damaged or Weakened in such a way that the deck 

does not tolerate the load of an emergency landing. Marking and Any obstacle light or similar on the 

helicopter deck must not pose a hazard or to prevent the deck from being used in an emergency. 
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Recommended marking of closed helicopter deck 

 
 

To § 7 helicopter deck data, etc. 

 
The documentation should at least include: 

 

• Position and altitude specified according TO AIP GEN 2.1 pt 3.1 and description of the helicopter 

deck's Reference point (normal helicopter deck center) 

• Documentation showing that the claim to load, cf. § 15, is enough for the Helicopter type or 

helicopter types to be used. 

• General drawing of events that shows the entire device or ship in the Plan and profile. 

• Drawings showing helicopter covered with environments, location of obstacle-free plan, As well 

as the placement of obstacles with indication of heights out to a distance of at least 500 m from the 

helicopter deck. 
• Select and paint planes. 
• Drawings indicating the details of the helicopter deck. 
• Copies of prior approvals or consent if available, and other Documents that are assumed to have 

significance. 

• The effect of turbulence, emissions from gas turbines or other gas emissions that may affect 

Conditions around the helicopter deck should be indicated by values such as flow, Temperature and 

altitude above the helicopter deck. 
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If the device is not covered by the announcements service, information about Helicopter Deck is 

published as a helicopter deck datasheet. Example of a helicopter deck datasheet is given as an 

Appendix 1 to the guide. 
 
Before changes are made to the relationship reported in the datasheet, new revised datasheets should 

be issued. Content and format should be as shown in the guide. To ensure the quality of the data That 

appears on the datasheet, the data that is used should be documented and traceable. 
 
To § 8 Helideck report 

 
The helicopter deck report should be submitted 1 hour before departure from the country base and the 

minimum Contain information about: 

 

• Changes from published data in conditions affecting operations, including in the area within the 

safety zone and in the approach sector. 
• Weather conditions. 
• Deck Movement (where applicable), stating the observation method.  

• Fuel available. 
 
NOG 074 recommended guidelines for Helideck Personell (Published: 19.03.2013) have a template to 

meet the needs. 
 
To § 9 deviation system 
In addition to the system of reporting to the helicopter operator, helicopter deck Staffing Reporting 

obligation in accordance with regulation 1. July 2016 No. 868 about reporting and notification duty 
Accidents and aviation incidents, etc. § 1 (BSL A 1-3). This reporting is to be primarily carried out through 

the helicopter deck operator's ordinary deviation system. 

 
The helicopter deck operator then reports further through Altinn: reporting of accidents and Incidents in 

civil aviation (NF-2007) 
https://www.altinn.no/skjemaoversikt/luftfartstilsynet/rapportering-av-ulykker-og-hendelser-i- 
Civil-Aviation/ 
 
The individual employee may alternatively also report in NF-2007 through Altinn. Persons without a 

Norwegian Social security number may also use this reporting method. 
 
Guidance is also published in AIC-N 06/17 new legislation on the reporting of aviation incidents and 

aviation accidents from July 1, 2016. 
 
Regulation (EU) 2015/1008 lists the reporting of mandatory incidents. The regulation is conducted 

through regulation 1. July 2016 No. 868 on reporting and warning duty in aviation accidents and 

aviation incidents etc. In addition to the voluntary reporting of other events that the rapporteur 

believes is or could be a danger to flight safety, cf. Regulation (EU) No. 376/2014 article 5; This 

regulation is carried out in section 12-10 of the Aviation Act. 
 
Regulation (EU) 2015/1008 Annex IV is considered most relevant for helicopter deck personnel, even 
Whether it is mainly written for airports on land. This is the list of what is to be considered as reporting 

incidents and reproduced for practical purposes in its entirety Under: 
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CASES RELATED TO AIRPORTS AND GROUND SERVICES 
 
1. SECURITY MANAGEMENT AT AN AIRPORT 
Note: To facilitate the reporting of cases, this section is designed in such a way that That the relevant 

cases are related to the business categories in which they Experiences are most often found. However, 

this should not be understood as that cases should not be reported if they occur outside the business 

category they are associated with in the list. 
 
1.1. cases related to air vessels and obstacles 

 
1) A collision or almost collision on the ground or in the air between an aircraft and an Aircraft, terrain, 

or obstacle
1
.  

2) Clash with animals, including birds.  
3) Downhill run from the roof rail or runway. 
4) Actual or potential intrusion on the roof rail or runway. 
5) Intrusion on or off-run from the last approach phase and start (FATO). 

6) An air vessel or vehicle's failure to comply with clearance, instructions or restrictions as it is located 

on the traffic area of an airport (e.g. wrong runway, roof rail or restricted area at an airport). 

7) Foreign objects in the traffic area of an airport that caused or could have Aircraft, persons on board 

or other persons. 

8) Obstacles at the airport or near the airport that are not disclosed in the aviation publication 

(AIP/Aeronautical Information Publication) or by Messages to Pilots (NOTAM), and/or which are not 

appropriately labeled or have insufficient lighting. 

9) A vehicle, equipment or an individual is an obstacle to the sliding-back, reversing Power-back or 

tacking. 

10) Passengers or unauthorized persons are left unattended on the platform. 
11) Incident due to air flow from a jet engine, rotor or propeller. 12) Sending An emergency 

announcement ("Mayday" or "Pan"). 
 

 
1.2. deterioration or complete loss of services or features 

 
1) Breach or failure of communication between A. Airport, vehicle or other ground personnel and 

device for Air Traffic Services or Setup platform services, B. Device for Setup platform services and 

aircraft, vehicle or device for Air traffic Services. 

2) Significant malfunctions, malfunction or failure of airport equipment or systems caused or could 

have resulted in the risk of the aircraft or persons on board.   

3) Significant deficiencies in lighting, marking or signage at the airport.  

4) Error at airport emergency warning system.  
5) Rescue and fire extinguishing services are not available in accordance with Applicable requirements. 

 

 
 

1 Obstacles include vehicles. 
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1.3. Other cases 

 
1) Fire, smoke or explosion in connection with facilities or equipment at the airport or nearby, 

which resulted or could have caused a hazard to the aircraft, persons on board or other persons. 

2) Cases related to security at the airport (e.g. unlawful intrusion, sabotage or Bomb threat). 

3) Failure to report a material change in the airport operating conditions caused or could have 

caused danger to the aircraft, persons on board or other persons. 
4) Lack, improper or inadequate deicing/prevention of ice formation. 5) Substantial game of fuel 

during fuel filling. 
6) Loading contaminated or incorrect type of fuel or other important liquids (including Oxygen, 

nitrogen, oil and drinking water). 
7) Failure to remediation of poor runway conditions. 
8) Any case where people's performance directly contributed to or could have contributed 

Accident or serious incident. 

 
2. AIRPORT RELATED SERVICES FOR AIR VESSELS 
Note: To facilitate the reporting of cases, this section is designed in such a way that That the 

relevant cases are related to the business categories in which they Experiences are most often 

found. However, this should not be understood as that cases should not be reported if they occur 

outside the business category they are associated with in the list. 
 
2.1. Cases related to air vessels and airports 

 
1) A collision or almost collision on the ground or in the air between an aircraft and an Aircraft, 

terrain, or obstacle.  

2) Intrusion on runway or roof rail.  

3) downhill run from runway or roof-rail.  
4) Significant contamination of the aircraft, its systems and equipment due to freight of baggage, 

mail or cargo. 

5) A vehicle, equipment or a person preclude a sliding-back, reversing Power-back or tacking. 

6) Foreign objects on the traffic area of an airport that caused or could have Aircraft, persons on 

board or other persons. 

7) Passengers or unauthorized persons are left unattended on the platform. 

8) Fire, smoke or explosion in connection with facilities or equipment at the airport or nearby, 

which resulted or could have caused a hazard to the aircraft, persons on board or other persons. 

9) Cases related to security at the airport (e.g. unlawful intrusion, tampering or Bomb threat). 

 

 
2.2. Deterioration or complete loss of services or features 

 
1) Breach or failure of communication with aircraft, vehicle, device for Air traffic Services or device 

for Setup platform services. 

2) Significant malfunctions, malfunction or failure of airport equipment or systems caused or could 

have resulted in the risk of the aircraft or persons on board.  

3) Significant deficiencies in lighting, marking or signage at the airport. 
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2.3. Specific cases related to airport related services 

 
1) Improper handling or loading of passengers, baggage, mail or cargo that may have a Significant 

impact on the air vessel's mass and/or balance (including significant defects in the load documentation 

calculations). 
2) Onboard elevation equipment has been removed to the danger of persons on board the aircraft. 
3) Improper stowing or securing of baggage, post or cargo that may entail a risk of Air vessel, its 

equipment or persons on board, or that may hinder emergency evacuation. 

4) Transport, attempted transport or handling of dangerous goods that amounted to or Could have 

made a risk of safety during operation or resulted in an unsafe situation (e.g., an incident or accident 

with dangerous goods as defined in the ICAOs Technical Guidelines
2
. 

5) Failure to comply with the requirements relating to the association Baggage and passengers. 

6) Failure to comply with mandatory routines for airport related services and Service on air vessels, 

routines for deicing, refilling of fuel or loading, including improper placement or removal of equipment. 
7) Substantial game of fuel during fuel filling. 
8) Refilling the wrong fuel quantity that may have a significant impact on the air vessel's Range, 

performance, balance or structural strength. 

9) Loading contaminated or incorrect type of fuel or other important liquids (including Oxygen, 

nitrogen, oil and drinking water). 

10) Malfunction, malfunction or failure of ground equipment used for Airport related services, which 

entails or may have resulted in damage to the aircraft (e.g., ground current (GPU) device). 
11) Lack, improper or inadequate deicing/prevention of ice formation. 
12) Damage to the air vessel caused by equipment or vehicles used for airport related Services, including 

damages not previously reported. 

13) Any case where people's performance directly contributed to or could have contributed Accident or 

serious incident.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
2 Technical guidelines for safe transport of dangerous goods by air vessels (ICAO DOC 9284) 
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To § 10 Helicopter deck Staffing 
HLO should ensure that: 
 

• The necessary measures have been taken to prevent unauthorized Helicopter deck before starting 

and landing. 

• Helicopter covered and nearby areas are cleared of loose objects, snow and ice, Flammable 

substances, etc. 
• Necessary personnel are in place and on standby. 
• Crane operations in the helicopter deck area have ceased. 
• All equipment and instruments are in place and functional. 
• Obstacle-free 180 ° and 210 ° sector is free of obstacles, including moving hazards such as ships. 
 
If the helicopter deck is equipped with an automatic or remotely controlled fire extinguishing system, 

the personnel may be positioned and equipped differently. 
 
To § 11 competence 
The helicopter operator should develop and describe training requirements for various personnel 

categories in its documentation. Training requirements should be forwarded to applicable helicopter 

deck operators. 
 
The training for helicopter deck staffing should normally at least include: 
 

• Knowledge of requirements for helicopter deck 
• Knowledge of performance on helicopter deck (anti-collision light, rotors in motion) 
• General information about helicopter flying at sea 
• Knowledge of helicopter equipment 
• Training in weather observation and disclosure of meteorological weather information to 

Helicopter traffic 
• Training in the use of the helicopter deck firefighting equipment 
• Training in the use of fire fighting equipment in the case of fire in aircraft 
• Knowledge of the carriage of dangerous goods by air vessels (DG awareness) 
• Loading/unloading training, i.e. the lation and securing of cargo in aircraft 
• Knowledge of refueling of aircraft 
• Training in anomaly reporting and reporting obligation in the aviation system 
 
For further specification, it appears to the Norwegian oil and Gas (NOG) guideline 074 and guideline 002 

where this training is specified. 
 
Personnel handling passengers, baggage and cargo should at least be trained in Following areas: 
 

• Knowledge of mass & balance calculation, including changes just before the start (load Minute 

Change/LMC) 
• Knowledge of the carriage of dangerous goods by air vessels (DG awareness) 
• Knowledge of variance reporting and reporting obligation in the aviation system 
• Knowledge of security acc. Norog Guideline 003 
• Knowledge of control with number of passengers, as well as baggage and load quantity on board 
• Transport of sick or injured persons (MEDEVAC) including immobility, infections, etc. 
 
Personnel who will send dangerous goods should carry out training and have expertise in transporting 

dangerous goods in accordance with ICAO Doc 9284, Class 6.  
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The Helicopter operators ' training program for personnel involved in the transport of hazardous Goods 

is subject to approval by the CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY. The training program covers the training of 

enough scope for all personnel handling passengers and cargo, included with suppliers such as 

helicopter deck operators, and whether installations are Shipping dangerous goods by helicopter or not. 

Specified requirements and guidelines are made by Regulation (EU) No. 965/2012, ORO. (J), which is 

conducted through regulation 7. 
 

August 2013 956 on aviation operations, referring to ICAO Doc 9284, Technical Instructions for the Safe 

Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air. 
 
To § 12 placement 
Gas emission means, among other things, ventilation waste. 
 

Turbulence in the entry and exit and landing areas can typically come from structures, high 

temperatures from turbine emissions and other gas emissions. 
 

Creation of wind farms will be able to influence the turbulence conditions on the helicopter deck. Please 

note that this phenomenon can perform MANY NM away from the wind turbine. 
 
To § 13 workmanship and construction 
The requirement for a maximum of 2% slope applies to both fixed and movable deck. 
 

With that the helicopter deck should be tight, cf. Third paragraph, the construction is meant to Keep on 

liquids and ensure controlled drainage. The surface as such does not have to be dense. 
 
To § 14 size 
Helicopter deck should generally be as large as it is practicable to achieve. Deck Size affects the safety of 

the deck and in addition to the regularity of the Use. It is shown to SINTEF report STF22 F00200 Helideck 

Safety Project, Design Guideline January 2000. 
 

In particular, the size is of great importance on moving helicopter deck, Movement reduces the visual 

size of the deck and because the helicopter crew needs better visual references in order to carry out the 

start and landing. 
 

Special considerations should be taken when the helicopter deck is placed so that it is not always of the 

device/ship at start and landing, such as bow mounted helicopter deck on the FPSO's that cannot be 

rotated sufficiently out of the wind direction. If such deck is planned to be used in darkness, the size 

should be at least 1, 5xD. 
 

It is recommended that the minimum size of 1, 25xD also be applied when building a new helicopter 

deck on older device or ship and where other rebuilds/changes on the device or ship make this possible. 
 
To § 15 load 
Control of the force calculation of helicopter deck on devices and ships are in the conditions under 

which the appropriate authority shall consent to/provide approval for use, i.e. Norwegian Petroleum 

Authority, Maritime Directorate or other relevant certifying authority/class company. 
 

There may be occasions when helicopter types or versions with a larger start/landing or greater D-value 

than the helicopter deck initially designed for, the Used for landing on helicopter deck. In such cases, 

after application to the Civil Aviation Authority is given a general dispensation for the use of groups of 

helicopter deck with uniform Characteristics. 
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Application for exemption must be based on a risk assessment that shows equal Lower risk than the 

deck is designed for. The risk assessment is presented to the CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY for assessment 

in connection with the dispensation application. 

 
See Appendix 2 for an overview of the guiding helicopter data for some current helicopter types. 
 
To § 16 slip resistance 
Painted areas, cf. § 18 must also have adequate slip resistance. 
 
Historical 
Slip resistance has historically been linked to the use of measured friction coefficients. There are major 

variations related to the understanding and use of these friction coefficients. This is generally applicable 

in aviation as well as in other forms of transport. Despite Extensive research is a common reference that 

measured friction coefficients can relate to Not established. In the absence of such a reference, a scale 

cannot be determined where a Coefficient of friction (standalone value) may be given unique general 

understanding. Of the same Reason, one cannot establish a scale that will express accuracy as accuracy 

relates to a reference. Consequently, one must relate to the uncertainty associated with the measured 

results. A Basic challenge when using measured friction coefficients is the control of the Uncertainty 

related to measurement results which can be largely returned to the knowledge and control of the 

measurement equipment used. A measured friction coefficient that is not Tied up to a clear friction 

gauge (production number) that is subject to a regular approval regime can be difficult to add weight. 
 
This means that the friction gauges that have been used on helicopter deck are not Measures the static 

friction coefficient. They measure the coefficient that emerges when two Surfaces are forced to move in 

relation to each other. There is a different friction process than During the build-up of the static friction. 

It is the static Coefficient of friction that must be overcome for a helicopter to start slipping. 
 
New Approach 
Instead of measuring a friction coefficient, focus is aimed at measuring power. When measuring the 
Power has no longer a dimensionless ratio but can relate it to a unit within the International unit system 

for measuring physical sizes. One can relate to a Reference and set accuracy. This form of 

documentation of slip resistance will be able to be added weight. 
 
Adequate slip resistance 
Adequate slip resistance of a helicopter deck is first and foremost a quality built into Through design and 

construction and documented by handover through Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) and Site Acceptance 

Test (SAT). 
 
Built-in slip resistance is documented by measuring the horizontal force required for to get a 

standardized wheel applied to a standardized load to let go of a wet Helicopter deck. This horizontal 

force is measured and documented for all representative directions considering the design of the 

helicopter deck surface. 
 
The test procedure is presented for acceptance by the certifying/classifying authority before testing 
Performed. Results from conducted testing are documented in a test report that is provided for 

acceptance by the certifying/classifying authority. 
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The horizontal forces (directional) that emerge document the built -in slip resistance. 
 
Satisfactory slip resistance 
Historically, a static friction coefficient of 0.6 has been selected (2002) to be satisfactory for helicopter 

deck on ships. The assumptions that underlie this static Coefficient of friction has so far not been 

substantied. The security rational for this the static friction coefficient must thus be re-established and 

the assumptions that the choice builds on are documented based on tests that have been performed 

historically. The result is presented for the certifying/classifying authority of acceptance as satisfying slip 

resistance. 
 

Alternatively, or if acceptance is not given, a new static friction coefficient must be established Through 

testing that underpins a rational for a minimum level of security. Result Certifying/classifying authority 

for acceptance as satisfying slip resistance. 
 

Built-in slip resistance can then be documented by inputting (directional) static Coefficient of friction 

from the standardized test and subtract the static coefficient of friction has been accepted to be 

satisfactory. 
Adequate slip resistance is achieved when built-in slip resistance is greater than satisfactory slip 

resistance. 
 

Degree of adequate slip resistance can be expressed by the difference between the two static Friction 

coefficients. This degree of adequate slip resistance can be considerable by Procedures for the 

maintenance of adequate slip resistance should be taken into consideration Exposure that the 

helicopter deck is exposed to through the environment in which it is located. (Weather conditions, bird 

life, mechanical influences, etc). The slip resistance will be sensitive to the Different contaminants that 

may occur on the helicopter deck. Requirements for cleaning will be central to the preparation of 

procedures. As a rule, contaminants can be removed. Degree of adequate slip resistance can also be 

considerate in the preparation of frequency for verification of adequate slip resistance. 
 
Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) 
In FAT will be included 

 

• Measurement of horizontal force in all representative directions 
 Calculation of built-in slip resistance (directional dependent) 
 Calculation of adequate safety in all representative directions 
 Calculating the degree of adequate safety in all representative directions 

• Preparation of 

 Procedures for maintaining adequate slip resistance. 
Frequency for verification of adequate slip resistance. 
 
Site Acceptance Test (SAT) 
The SAT will enter 
 

• Measurement to verify the degree of adequate slip resistance in situ 
• Documentation that 

 Verifies that procedures for maintaining adequate slip resistance are Implemented 

 Verifies the training of affected maintenance personnel. 
 

Test procedure for verification of the degree of adequate slip resistance is carried out when measuring 

horizontal force as in the case OF barrels but a simplified measurement method can be accepted. 
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During Operation 

 
• Carry out implemented procedures for maintenance of slip resistance. 
• Perform verification of enough slip resistance acc. to frequency specified IN FAT. With the Based 

on the trend in these measurements, the frequency can be adjusted. 
 

Adequate skid securing personnel 
The staff using the helicopter deck are either personnel on board the helicopter equipped with over-

fitting suits or employed on the installation with footwear tailored to the application area. Employees of 

the installation, or anyone under the control of employees on the installation, are expected to be 

equipped with footwear tailored to the application area. 
 

Overdeliver suits are tested and approved according to the IMO/Solas ' LSA code. LSA Code is Minimum 

requirements. Manufacturers of Overdelivery kits also add qualities to the Minimum requirements. 

Such quality is the nature of the sole underfoot that can be designed with the use of rubber. 
 

Adequate skid protection of personnel is safeguarded when it is documented that FAT and SAT are 

carried out, implemented procedures for maintenance of slip resistance are carried out, as well as the 

frequency of verification of slip resistance being adhered to. 
 
Adequate slip resistance on existing helicopter deck 
Adequate slip resistance of helicopter deck already in operational operation can be verified by to satisfy 

the requirements described under the SAT and under Operation above. Frequency of Verification slip 

resistance can then be determined from the degree of adequate security obtained from THE SAT 

measurements of horizontal forces. 
 
Helicopter deck operator 
At the request of a helicopter operator, the helicopter deck operator must be able to document All the 

factors that can affect the surface properties of the helicopter deck are identified and monitored 

through procedures and measures that ensure adequate slip resistance. 
 
To § 17 Landing grids 
See Appendix 2 for an overview of the guiding helicopter data for some current helicopter types. 
 

Landing nets are required to ensure adequate slip resistance if it cannot be guaranteed otherwise. This 

means that the landing network is not a requirement as such, but necessary if the non-grid non-skid unit 

is not satisfactory. 
 

Landing nets should be carried out in sisal or other material with similar slip resistance properties. Web 

of Tapes (Frictape) is considered to have similar characteristics. 
 

The landing network should be stammable so that it is not possible to lift the landing network more 

than 25 cm using the hand force. 
 

Conveyor belts and tensioners should be regularly investigated, especially with emphasis on Loose ends 

that can inflate the rotor system, which can result in serious helicopter accidents on the deck. Grids 

made of ribbons are more critical for such dangers in and with the larger winds trapped. 
 

In the fourth paragraph, it is determined that the landing network can also be omitted on moving 

helicopter deck that have a permanent friction system that secures the helicopter against sliding in all 

directions. 
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It is thought here on the helicopter deck with perforated surface that creates a powerful pattern up 
On the deck surface. The tread, pattern or similar are not normally considered as Permanent friction 

scheme, and full-scale tests have shown that such patterns rather reduce the slip resistance in some 

directions. 
 
If adequate snow and ice removal measures have been established and implemented, there may be 

grounds to consider that there is no danger of snow and ice on the deck. 
 
To § 18 paints 
In the assessment of what is meant by "in close proximity" it must be especially seen in which areas may 

interfere with evacuation or rescue and extinguish work. 
 
To § 19 Fuse Edge 
The securing edge should, among other things, help the foam used in conjunction Firefighting is held on 

the helicopter deck and that objects should not be able to roll outside the deck. 
 
To § 20 drain 
The rennet must have a drain. The drain must be carried so far down that there is no risk of other parts 

of the installation. 
 
To § 21 safety net 
The width of the safety net is measured from the outer edge of the warp to the outer edge of the 

framework which the safety net is attached. The outer rim of the helicopter deck is normally considered 

where the shoulder is placed, i.e. between the helicopter deck and the warp. 
 
If the total width of the drain and the net is less than 2.0 m it is not necessary, that the ratio of risk is 

specifically assessed regarding the helicopter's performance. 
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To § 23 mooring parties 
Mooring parties should be embodied, i.e. "Flush" with the helicopter deck. If the Design reasons, it is 

not possible to achieve a mooring fixture that is not completely flush, the It should be acceptable that 

this sticks up to 25 mm above the cover level. Edges should be slaned and rounded to avoid the 

stumbling edge and something to get caught. 
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To § 25 210° Obstacle free entry and exit sector 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It would be appropriate to give an exemption from this requirement for example in connection with the 

replacement of old helicopter deck to new helicopter deck with size 1, 25xD. 

 
For new construction it will difficult to find reasons for exemption. 
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To § 26 180° Barrier-free sector 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To § 27 Hurdle in 210° Hinder free entry and exit sector 
A helicopter operator cannot use a helicopter deck where there are other individual than that arising 

from the first paragraph of the provision. This is true even if they are Required for the helicopter deck 

operation and even if it is not higher than 25 cm above the helicopter deck level. 
 
In the case of an obstacle up to 25 cm before this regulation came into force, the This is handled through 

the dispensation and that the deviation is published the helicopter deck's datasheets. If reconstruction 

and renovation is carried out, new requirements should be made in the case of obstacles up to 25 cm. 

 
To § 28 obstacle outside 210° Hinder free entry and exit sector 
Helicopter deck must be marked with the actual DH-value covered is designed for. 

 
When determining and marking the DH-value of the helicopter deck that are built according to previous 
BSL D 5-1, i.e. Regulation 26. October 2007 Nr. 1181 on the Continental Shelf Flight-Aviation to and from 

helicopter deck on devices and offshore vessels, one must Be particularly aware that there were no 

specified requirements for the 150-degree sector (LOS) should be scaled accordingly (based on 1, 25xD). 

Before marking these decks with the increased DHvalue, it must BE verified that LOS is also scaled up 

accordingly. Because of this It is now a regulatory requirement that both the diameter of the helicopter 

deck and the size of the LOS Match and have the DHvalue equivalent to 1.25 times D for the helicopter 

type that the helicopter deck is built for. The connection between the diameter of the helicopter deck, 
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The size of the LOS and marked DH-value should be clearly stated on the helicopter deck datasheet. This 

is true regardless of the combination used. 
 
Example 1: 
Cover built before 1. January 2008: Diameter of helicopter deck is 22.2 meters, LOS Designed for 22.2 

meters.  

 

The deck is marked with DH-value 22. In the datasheet it appears that the deck is built before 2008, that 

the DHvalue is 22, that the diameter is 22.2 meters and that LOS is designed for DH= 22.2 

 
Example 2: 
Deck built after 1. January 2008: Diameter of the helicopter deck is 1, 25xD = 27,8 meters. LOS is 

designed with 1, 0xD, i.e. 22.2 meters. The deck is marked with DH-value 22.  

 

In the datasheet it appears that the deck is built after 2008, that the DHvalue is 22, that 
Diameter is 27.8 and that the LOS is designed for DH= 22.2 

 
Example 3: 
Deck built after 1. January 2008: Diameter of the helicopter deck is 1, 25xD = 27,8 meters. The LOS is 

designed with 1, 25xD, i.e. 27.8 meters. The deck is marked with DH-value 28. 

 
In the datasheet it appears that the deck is built after 2008, that the DHvalue is 28, that the DIAMETER is 

27.8 and that LOS is designed for Dh= 27.8. 
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To § 29 Wind sausage 
Normally the minimum size for wind sausage: largest end diameter 30 cm, Minimum end diameter 15 

cm, length 1.2 m. 

 
§ 30 marking of helicopter deck and landing areas  
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. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Untreated aluminum surface is considered gray color. To highlight the contrast, a 10 cm black line is 

recommended as a chimney breast. 

 
See Appendix 2 for an overview of the guiding helicopter data for some current helicopter types. 
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To § 32 marking the barrier-free sector 
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To § 33 marking of the helicopter deck size and maximum allowable mass 
See Appendix 2 for an overview of the guiding helicopter data for some current helicopter types. 

 
The DHvalue is highlighted in whole numbers and rounded to the nearest whole number, where 0.5 is 

rounded down. For example, 18.5 should be marked as 18. 

  
See otherwise figure under § 32. 
 
To § 34 marking of obstacles 
Obstacle is normally marked with "tiger stripes". 
 

For jack-up devices, the top of the legs should be fitted with low-intensity and omnidirectional red 

obstacle lights if they are the highest point of the device. In addition, the laying near the helicopter deck 

should be equipped with corresponding light for every 10 meters down to the helicopter deck Height. 

Alternatively, the legs can be flooded if it provides enough visibility and can be arranged so that the 

pilots are not blinded. 
 

For Flame Towers, a ROS assay is to be carried out which aims to Identify markings to ensure that flame 

towers are sufficiently visible in all conditions where Aircraft operations are taking place. Flame towers 

are marked with red obstacle lights. Alternatively, the Be supplemented with other visibility markings, 

such as floodlights, paints, reflectors or other suitable Marking to provide enough visibility of the entire 

obstacle length from all sides. Only marking with flood lighting will often not provide adequate lighting 

and can also provide challenges with regards to glare of pilots. 
 

For obstacle light and flood illumination of the obstacle, there may be one about the switching time of 

up to 10 seconds and the system will still be deemed to fulfill the requirement of the regulations. 
 

Obstacle near installations that may pose a hazard to helicopter operations in area, such as buoys or 

windmills, should be marked with red obstacle light equivalent to that follows from regulation 15. July 

2014 No. 980 on reporting, registration and labeling of Aviation Hurdle (BSL E 2-1). 
 
To § 35 signs and physical closure of the Accesses 
Uptimes not used should be blocked physically, but not so that it can prevent evacuation of the 

helicopter deck. 
 
To § 36 Helicopter deck lighting 
For details on the color and radiation angles of the perimeter light, see ICAO Annex 14 volume II 

Heliports. Luminaires for edge and floodlights must not rage higher than 25 cm above the level of the 

helicopter. 
 

It must be documented that alternative lighting provides at least as good references in all Relationship. 

Alternatively, it may appear that the equipment complies with recognised standards. As a recognised 

standard, the UK CAP 437 and ICAO Annex 14 Vol II are considered. Alternative lighting should be 

performed by the helicopter deck datasheets and coordinated with the helicopter operator before 

flying in dark starts. 
 

The notification system (status light) must be connected to other security systems on the installation 
To warn of hazardous conditions, such as gas leakage. Multiple lights can be mounted on the installation 

to ensure that it is visible from all approaches. 
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To § 37 weather information and meteorological equipment 
Regulation 28. January 2008 81 The Flight Weather Service (BSL G 7-1) is under revision. The 

requirements of Previous regulations are therefore continued so that in connection with the revision of 

the BSL G 7-1 can be considered what should be the requirements of METAR. New regulations shall take 

effect on 1. January 2020. 
 

To the second paragraph of letter b under point II. A wind measurement system that can best report 

Wind conditions, wind speed and wind direction at a height of about 10 m above the helicopter deck, 

provides the ability to calculate helicopter performance in a more favorable way regarding start and 

Landing Mass. Equipment of recognized standards and quality is essential, such as equipment Using 

ultrasonic technology and display equipment with the ability to report the instant, 2 min-and 10 min 

Wind incl. Real-time wind gusts. The equipment must be properly installed and maintained and reading 

and reporting are undertaken by personnel who have satisfactory competence. 
 
To § 39 registration of the helicopter Deck movements   

regulations do not set the specified requirements for instrumentation. 
 
The instrumentation should be from a reputable supplier. It should conclude a description of Quality of 

HSE for equipment and supplier. Manufacturer's Maintenance interval recommendations to be 

followed. (Ref. NOG Helidekkmanual Chapter 2.14 with appendix L; The helicopter deck owner/operator 

shall ensure storage of verification data for a minimum of 3 years. 
 

Helicopter operators are responsible for enough information on the helicopter deck's Movement is 

available so that the crew can assess the landing conditions. It is shown that helicopter operators have 

established a common standard for registering and reporting Movement (Standard Measuring 

Equipment for Helideck Monitoring System (HSE) and Weather Data, ref. NOG Helideck Manual chapter 

2.14 with appendix L). 
 
It is unlikely that any method other than electronic registration and movement display will be able to 

satisfy the requirements. It should appear in the display which version of the current equipment is 

installed. 
 

Data and registrations must be saved for at least 30 days. The purpose of this is only for later 

documentation in connection with examination of air-related conditions. 
 
To § 40 communications equipment 
The regulation does not set the specified requirements for instrumentation. The requirement in the 

second paragraph includes communication at an alarm situation. 

 
Data and registrations must be saved for at least 30 days. The purpose of this is only for later 

documentation in connection with examination of air-related conditions. 
 
To § 41 Video surveillance 
The regulation does not set the specified requirements for instrumentation. The helicopter deck should 

be continuously video monitored. Landing on the helicopter deck can also happen outside the agreed 

time and especially in these cases it is of significance that there is video surveillance. 
 
If the helicopter deck is used for example, the trim and recreation area for the employees of Periods 

where there are no planned landings on the helicopter deck, the video surveillance can be It is assumed 

that it is described in the procedures for normal operation how it is ensured that monitoring will 

reconnect as soon as the activity ends. 
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The requirements of the provision are in accordance with regulation 2. July 2018 No. 1107 about 

camera surveillance in business. 
 

The purpose of storage is only for later documentation in connection with examination of aviation 

accidents or serious aviation incidents. The State Casualty Commission for Transport or the police will 

notify within 7 days if there is a need for further storage. 
 

To § 42 fuel refueling plant 
It is shown by the way to regulation 21. March 1975 No. 3206 about refueling of the aircraft (BSL D 1- 

10) AND OLF Helideck Manual Chapter 5. 
 

To § 43 other equipment 
Weight should be calibrated and maintained according to the manufacturer's instructions. 
 

To § 44 navigation 
Orders for the creation of alternative navigational aids, such as Radio Beacon, will only may be 

applicable in areas where there are no available ground-based navigational aids or where necessary for 

other safety reasons. It should be added to the ground, until further notice, that all new installations and 

ships must be equipped with radio beacons. 
 

To § 48 Fire protection 
It is shown to standards recommended in OLF (the oil industry's National Association) helicopter Deck 

Manual. 
 

In the case of lifeline, it is shown to regulation 4. September 1987 859 about the safety, environmental 

and Safety measures on mobile Devices § 14. § 14 of the confession: 
 

§ 14. Lifeline 
1. The drilling tower should be equipped with at least one rescue line or similar device, installed in such 

a way that the personnel can escape from there in an emergency. 
2. The rescue linen should be kept stretched and free from obstacles. 
3. At the top end of the rescue rope there shall always be at least a mechanical slide with a brake, ready 

for use. 
4. The personnel shall be instructed in the use of the rescue line. 
5. The rescue line should be certified incombustible and have a safety against a breach of at least 10 

when charged with 150 KP in the most favorable way. 
6. The rescue line with the brake must be operated at least every 3 Month. 
7. Lifeline requirements do not apply to unmanned drilling towers 
 

Otherwise it may be shown to regulation 31. January 1984 227 on fire and safety precautions Explosion 

on mobile devices. § 13 of the confession: 
 

§ 13. Fireman Equipment  
1. Each device shall be equipped with at least 8 sets of fireman equipment. 
2. One set of fireman's equipment includes: 

2.1         One certified compressed air apparatus. The operating time should be at least 2 hours 

Necessary spare containers based on an air consumption of 60 liters/min. Each 

compressed air apparatus should be supplied with an additional membrane, one gasket 

set, one additional set headband, a box silicone grease, as well as the necessary tools. In 

addition, 3 sets of instruction manuals and spreads are provided for each type of device 

supplied on board. 
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2.2 
 

2.3 
 
2.4 

2.5 
 
2.6  

2.7  

2.8 

 
A fireproof rescue line of enough length (approx. 30 m) and strength fastened with a 

carabiner to a harness. 
A safety lamp (hand lamp) certified for use in potentially explosive 
areas, Zone 1. If dry batteries are used, these should be alkaline type. 
A small fire axe with fastening option for belt or harness. 
A suitable protective suit for fire extinguishing and smoke diving that meets the 

requirements OF EN 469. 

A set of protective boots and gloves. 
A fire helmet with visor and neck protection.  

One blanket of anti-fire material. 

To § 49 Hinder-Free sectors 
This provision provides the opportunity to use another scheme and marking on the helicopter deck on 

ships, when the deck is installed centered on the ship and it is not possible to achieve normal Barrier-

free sectors. This means that the operations of the deck are also carried out differently compared to 

operations to a standard helicopter deck. 
 
The helicopter landing area located in the middle ship will normally be located with the center the 

vessel's centerline. But the center can be moved starboard, port, aft or forward, but the outer edge of 

the landing area must not be outside the ship side. 
 
The paragraph applies only where helicopter deck is installed. Other landing areas on ships are not 

regulated in this regulation and are shown to guidelines such as the ICS Guide. 

 
Otherwise see the figure under § 32. 

 
See Appendix 2 for an overview of the guiding helicopter data for some current helicopter types. 
 
To § 50 Accesses 
For example, "recognized standard" may be ICAO Annex 14 Volume II and CAP 437. 
 
To § 53 enduring exceptions 
The exceptions to previous regulations have been continued. (Described in previous regulations on 

October 26, 2007, 181 § 2, under scope). 
 
To § 54 dispensation 
If a helicopter deck does not meet the requirements of this Regulation, the starting point is that Flight 

cannot be carried out. The helicopter operator may apply for an exemption Flight can be carried out. 

The basis for such an application is that the helicopter operator's Assessment finds that the helicopter 

deck is still suitable for use. The result of such an assessment includes what measures should be put in 

order to maintain an acceptable risk level. 
 
Defects in a helicopter deck may be compensated with technical or operational measures. A The 

minimum is that the operator should publish the defect in their system for information on helicopter 

deck. 

 
Normally, restrictions should also be placed on the operations so that they can be at a similar risk level 

as what is expected on a helicopter deck that fully satisfy all requirements. The helicopter operator 

should conduct this assessment in cooperation with the helicopter carrier, which must also have 

obtained consent/exemption from its authority where applicable. 
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The application must demonstrate that acceptable risk levels are maintained. The application should 

include Following information and attachments: 

 
• Helicopter deck name/location. 
• The requirements of the regulations that are not met, i.e. what the defect consists in. Map/sketch 

and helicopter deck datasheets (from the helicopter deck operator) Lack. 

• The cause of the defect (obtained from the helicopter deck operator) and the Why the regulatory 

requirement cannot be fulfilled? 
• Duration of the defect. 
• Helicopter operator's assessment of the defect (documented with a risk assessment). 
• Helicopter operator's proposal for compensating measures, which must be described in text 

(based on the risk assessment). 

• Helicopter operator's assessment of the risk level after insertion of measures (documented with a 

risk assessment). 

• Obtained consent/exemption for the helicopter deck operator from the Authority Supervision of 

the helicopter deck where applicable (attach or describe status) 

 
A prerequisite for being able to apply for a waiver is that the helicopter deck operator has sought and 

been granted the corresponding Exemption/waiver/Consent/conformity statement from respectively. 
Norwegian Petroleum Safety Authority, i.e., Dispensation to operate a helicopter deck That does not 

meet regulatory requirements. For ships under foreign flags apply accordingly in relation to the flag 

State authorities ' rules for helicopter deck. 
 
For temporary deficiencies (for example, in connection with maintenance), for a Limited Period is given 

an exemption from a claim even if this implies a minor increase from the level of risk otherwise 

provided by this Regulation if the risk level is deemed acceptable and there are no other opportunities. 
 
Other temporary deficiencies, where the risk level will not be acceptable even with compensating 

measures, do not provide the basis for exemption. 
 
For permanent defects There will be no exemption from a claim if there is an increase in the Risk level. 

This means that there must be either compensating measures or established Operational constraints 

that imply at least as low a risk as if the claim had been fulfilled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


